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QUALITY INFORMATION
RESEARCH • CARE

USING THE BEST AVAILABLE KNOWLEDGE TO FIGHT AIDS

Our professional staff understands your anxiety in facing the uncertainties and unknowns of HIV infection. ViRx Medical Group’s commitment is to provide you the best of what IS known—whether you are HIV seropositive or suffering from ARC or AIDS. We have the resources in San Francisco and Paris to do just that. And our physicians take the time needed to answer your questions about the disease and treatment. Our purpose is simple: to provide you with the most current information and quality patient care.

LEADERS IN RESEARCH AND TREATMENT

Confidence in your physician and medical team is critical in combating HIV infection. The professional staff and scientific advisory board of ViRx include a number of the world’s leaders in AIDS research and treatment. ViRx President Robert E. Anderson, M.D., is a clinical pathologist specializing in HIV infection. In 1983, he founded the pioneering San Francisco Men’s Health Study, one of the most comprehensive studies of HIV infection. Before founding ViRx, he was Chief of the AIDS Section of the California Department of Health Services.

WORLDWIDE INFORMATION NETWORK

If you are seropositive, nothing is more important to your health than access to the most current HIV research and treatment information. Clinical researchers here and in Paris continuously gather and evaluate this information for ViRx through their worldwide network of HIV disease experts. That knowledge is available to you and incorporated in your treatment.

ViRx OFFERS NEW DRUG TRIALS

The need for expanded drug trials is acute and obvious. To help accelerate the process, ViRx has a specialized HIV disease research laboratory that meets the necessary high medical and scientific standards. We currently have openings for ongoing trials and are seeking participants for upcoming trials. The trials last over several months and include regular laboratory monitoring.

COMPREHENSIVE TREATMENT SERVICES

- Monitoring: Recommended for anyone testing HIV seropositive. Also if you are self-administering drug therapies, periodic monitoring is essential. Includes regular laboratory testing, plus physician examination and consultation.

- Physician Consultation: Comprehensive or limited.

- Laboratory Tests: HIV-p24 antigen; T helper (CD4) cell count; Beta-2 Microglobulin; complete blood count.

- Aerosolized Pentamidine

CALL TODAY: (415) 474-2233
CONFIDENTIALITY ASSURED
INTERNATIONAL HIV-AIDS RESOURCES

QUALITY INFORMATION
RESEARCH • CARE

USING THE BEST AVAILABLE KNOWLEDGE TO FIGHT AIDS

Commitment offering from ARCA —
A fact that And our physicians believe in.

LEADERS IN RESEARCH AND TREATMENT

INTERNATIONAL HIV-AIDS RESOURCES offers the latest information on HIV/AIDS research and treatment. Our board of directors is comprised of physicians and researchers from around the world. Our organization is staffed by highly trained and experienced professionals.

WORLDWIDE INFORMATION NETWORK

We provide the latest information on HIV/AIDS research and treatment. Our network of physicians and researchers is comprised of professionals from around the world.

VORX OFFERS NEW DRUG TRIALS

COMPREHENSIVE TREATMENT SERVICES

- Monitoring
- Physician Consultation
- Laboratory tests
- Aerosolized Pentamidine

CALL TODAY: (415) 474-2243
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Theater/25

Jon Sugar’s Celebrity
an Arts Interview/20
A.C.T.'s Show Stopping Foot Tapping Holiday Hit!

Hand they are... the show-stopping songs that made American musical theater classics of A.C.T.'s 'Oklahoma!' and 'South Pacific'. This fall, for its 50th anniversary season, A.C.T. presents a fresh new vision of these classics. "Side by Side by Sondheim", the Great Songs of Stephen Sondheim.

Opening Night: Wed, Nov 28, 8 pm
Wed & Sat Dec 4 & 7 at 8 pm
Fri Dec 11 at 8 pm
Sun Dec 16 at 3 pm

8 Performances only!

The Women's Building
2090 Folsom Street, S.F.
718 14th St.

Plum Pudding or Nut Stollen
Ice Cream Pie

$25.50 per person

RESERVATIONS REQUIRED
PHONE 431-0253

JERRY COTELLI AND PAUL MONTCALM
pleased to announce that one dollar from each dinner will be donated to an AIDS related organization.

718 14th ST.

TOUR

HOLIDAYS AT A GLANCE

By design

A Little Different

OK, you're already tired of "Oklahoma!"... So, why not try "Side by Side by Sondheim"? One half of the show is decked with holly as they go "in" to the 50's and the other half is decked with Seidelmen's "Christmas in New York". So what's there to do in thisnon-Christmas"? Don't leap on the bandwagon...

Plenty, and you don't even have to sing one verse of "Joy to the World."

If you're looking for something different and a little crazy, why not try the Holiday Red and White Town (Dec. 11), noon to 5 pm. Sponsored by San Francisco Heritage, the teat features the holiday decorated interior of five downstairs historic sites. Relax in a memorial carol cafe as a Heritage guide describes the architecture and history of the Old Mint, where most of the town site is located. dramatized by a cast from the National Heritage Ensemble, 25 cents for adults, information available at 441-3000.

Also this Sunday, you can have off some of that excess holiday energy by treating the Maritime House a Silk Christmas Dinner (Dec. 11) at the Polk Field, Golden Gate Park. The menu is a treat for Maritime's Hospitality House. Registration can be completed by calling 415-327-2985.

Don't believe in Santa? Or maybe like a lot of us, you want to believe in Old Saint Nick but you don't know what to do. Why not join the "search for Santa". These traditional grand events are 11 Dec. 9:30 am at the Museum of Modern Art, 501 Mission. The Myth of the Mint Club presents information. Reasonable tickets, $5 advance purchase. Information available at 441-3000.

T's the season to be gay. Or so the carols tell us. What happens when the familiar holidays of old don't reveal, however, is that for the homeless and gay community. The Bay Area offers an unlimited army of holiday activities — some multiculturized, some religious, some anonymous. If you're into tradition, join a tree-lighting, a caroling-along or a symphonic seasonal tribute. If the shopping crowds have gotten you out of tradition, take in a holiday circus juggling act, a Chanukah lawn or a reprise performance of "The Nutcracker Suite." That's right... "The Nutcracker Suite." It's back again for a second year from The Dance Brigade in Oakland. The Native American adaptation of the classic ballet, ballet held last year as a "wonderful, exciting" experience, means a simple tale from the "West Coast" translated into many different cultures.

All the department stores. Ask any lobster or gull about the Christmas season, and the initial response is to blast the holiday shopping crowds. After a day of fighting the mechanism don't reach, most of us are ready to hide in a corner and forget the season altogether.

But we don't. Christmas — yes, this holiday season has been made to order. Like the 25th anniversary this weekend and next of the Women's Building Arts and Crafts Festival. Or a variety of special benefit programs to provide assistance for victims of AIDS. Or even a "Search for Santa" from the Myth of the Mint Club at the Museum of Modern Art.

In San Francisco, different ways to observe the holiday season can be found on every corner. With so much change to choose from during the season, why not try "Side by Side by Sondheim". You'll probably be ready to make a whole new resolution come next year.

For stories of Christmas sans music, join attorney Bill Zuckerman's annual "Caroling in the City" dance marathon |Dec. 10| from 441-5682. The program, featuring music by Tropical Breeze. The event is sponsored by Northern Lights Alternatives.

If you want to go Caroling in the Castro neighborhood, don't be surprised if your neighbors walk down the street and find you. They won't have found you anyway because of lack of funds.

Join the Gay/Lesbian Sierrans (Dec. 10 at 8 pm) for a "Christmas in the Desert" benefit. This special benefit, during which site people will be added to the musical group, will be followed by a no-chance to be on the float. All proceeds will be used for the annual Annual Memorial Christmas Tree Lighting (Dec. 11) at City Hall. The regular Shabbat evening features dinner and dance at the Neshama Center, 1581 California.

For information, call 867-7575.

The holiday is a time for people to get together. Whether for parties, genuine conversation or support, the Bay Area celebrates this season with many gay and lesbian social gatherings throughout the month.

Join the Gay/Lesbian Sierrans (Dec. 13) or their holiday breakfast. This special benefit, during which site people will be added to the musical group, will be followed by a no-chance to be on the float. All proceeds will be used for the annual Annual Memorial Christmas Tree Lighting (Dec. 11) at City Hall. The regular Shabbat evening features dinner and dance at the Neshama Center, 1581 California.

Join the Gay/Lesbian Sierrans (Dec. 13) or their holiday breakfast. This special benefit, during which site people will be added to the musical group, will be followed by a no-chance to be on the float. All proceeds will be used for the annual Annual Memorial Christmas Tree Lighting (Dec. 11) at City Hall. The regular Shabbat evening features dinner and dance at the Neshama Center, 1581 California.

Join the Gay/Lesbian Sierrans (Dec. 13) or their holiday breakfast. This special benefit, during which site people will be added to the musical group, will be followed by a no-chance to be on the float. All proceeds will be used for the annual Annual Memorial Christmas Tree Lighting (Dec. 11) at City Hall. The regular Shabbat evening features dinner and dance at the Neshama Center, 1581 California.

Join the Gay/Lesbian Sierrans (Dec. 13) or their holiday breakfast. This special benefit, during which site people will be added to the musical group, will be followed by a no-chance to be on the float. All proceeds will be used for the annual Annual Memorial Christmas Tree Lighting (Dec. 11) at City Hall. The regular Shabbat evening features dinner and dance at the Neshama Center, 1581 California.
EXPERIENCE OUR STYLE
Discover our magic...
...why so many of our guests return year after year.

EL MIRASOL VILLAS
A Private Resort Hotel
Call (866) 327-2985 or (619) 327-9133 or (800) 327-2985
525 Warm Sands Drive
Palm Desert, CA 92211
www.el-mirasol.com

Christmas Dinner Menu
MENU INCLUDES RELISH PLATE, CHOICE OF APPETIZER, SOUP OR SALAD, HOT BREAD, ENTREE, DESSERT AND COFFEE OR TEA

Appetizers
SALMON MOUSSE OR MUSHROOM TARLLET

Entrees
STANDING BEEF RIB ROAST OR ROAST TURKEY OR STUFFED PORK LOIN OR BAKED SMOKED HAM

Desserts
PLUM PUDDING OR NUT STOLEN OR ICE CREAM PIE
$25.50 PER PERSON
RESERVATIONS REQUIRED
PHONE 431-0253

HOLIDAYS AT A GLANCE
by Dean Kinsey
A.C.T.'s Show Stopping Foot Tapping Holiday Hit!
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Entrees
STANDING BEEF RIB ROAST OR ROAST TURKEY OR STUFFED PORK LOIN OR BAKED SMOKED HAM

Desserts
PLUM PUDDING OR NUT STOLEN OR ICE CREAM PIE
$25.50 PER PERSON
RESERVATIONS REQUIRED
PHONE 431-0253
Condoms are for lovers, too.

Loving your partner means protecting each other from AIDS. It takes practice to use condoms correctly, but your life—and your lover's—are worth it.
GIVING A LITTLE OF YOURSELF CAN MEAN SO MUCH TO A PERSON WITH AIDS.

HELPING WITH THE SHOPPING, COOKING AND CLEANING — YOUR GIFT OF LOVE IS NEEDED.

Telephone: Home ___________________
Name_________________________________________________________

S P E C I A L  O F F E RINGS

Call 923-99

INTERNATIONAL HAIR CLINICS

1661 BOTELHO DRIVE, WALNUT CREEK #290, 94596

PERMALON®

1661 BOTELHO DRIVE, WALNUT CREEK #290, 94596

VOLUNTEER AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE

J a n u a r y

WITH CONFIDENCE

27.

WITH CONFIDENCE

27.

LETTERS

Hematopoietic Episode

Boycott the Movie

"1969" —

By the following December, I was sure that 

Boy George and I had a brief, white-hot relationship. It was

"It's a little like this," I said, as I

unfaded. I

that

us

erect.

measures — measures of excellence.

First Case in California

According to the Sheriff, Director of the AIDS Surveillance Program, the

Public health officials cannot be sure what caused the illness. The

name of the first person to develop the illness in California.

Prop 96 Gips Cups a Lemon Solution

By Mike Long

Although businesses destroyed in Monday's four-alarm fire at Castro and 18th Street are sure when they will reopen, the optimism about their future is minimal.

There are many conflicting reports regarding the fire's exact cause. The San Francisco Humane Society of the SFHFD's General Manager believes that the fire was started by an electrical fault. If the businesses destroyed in the fire are to reopen, they will be in a position as adversary. with the government to negotiate a settlement. If the businesses do not reopen, they will have to start all over again. I have learned from my mistakes. It will be

I
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**Advertising in The Gay Book offers a unique opportunity to reach one of the wealthiest consumer markets in the nation — the lesbian and gay community.**

Now entering our sixth year, we offer the most comprehensive business/recreation directory in the Bay Area and the most valuable for your advertising dollar: Distribution is 60,000 annually, and our survey shows that 51% of our readers retain their copy permanently.

**Don't let this rewarding opportunity pass you by!**

Call today and let us show you how advertising in The Gay Book can help you access this vital market and increase your business.

**227-0133**

**CALL NOW**

**TO RESERVE SPACE IN THE SPRING/SUMMER EDITION**

---

**NEWS PROFILE**

**AIDS Service Visits PWA's**

**Godfather Gifts Warm Hearts**

by Gary Menger

The Godfather Fund exists primarily to bring gift packages containing toiletries, a robe and slippers, and a Teddy Bear, to people newly hospitalized with AIDS. At first glance this might seem a little frivolous compared to those organizations which exist to deal with AIDS; however, they help them with their daily problems, assist in paying rent and other bills, etc.

It begins five years ago, when Tony Trevizo was hospitalized in General's Ward on November 21, 1988. Shortly after, Tony observed that he and his friend at SF General had something in common: they were both seriously ill patients, they were both about to pass. They talked and got to know each other and they thought it would be nice to send a word on to help support other patients. They also realized that they could help support their own families. They decided to do so.

The Godfather Fund is chaired by its founder, Tony Trevizo, a gay man who has passed his life with quick and efficient, wearing a faint smile that seems most comfortable with a smile on his face. He radiates kindness and sincerity, and some wonder if he will ever stop zu.

The operation of the Godfather Fund is a testament to the generosity of people, but it takes quite a lot of hard work and dedication.

The Godfather Fund provides the services that are necessary to the support of its clients. They have a wide range of clients, from individuals to entire families. They offer a variety of services, such as financial assistance, medical care, and emotional support.

The Godfather Fund operates with only a 3.7% administrative overhead. No one is paid, and there are no overhead expenses. The money raised by the Godfather Fund is used to support the clients and their families, and to provide ongoing support.

The Godfather Fund has been operating for five years, and it continues to grow in size and scope. The organization has a strong governance structure, with a board of directors and a dedicated staff.

The organization is led by its founder, Tony Trevizo, who is a gay man who has passed his life with quick and efficient, wearing a faint smile that seems most comfortable with a smile on his face. He radiates kindness and sincerity, and some wonder if he will ever stop zu.
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INFECTIOUS-DISEASE REPORTS

Early 1982
Domestic Partners Is Around The Corner

by Charles Lieber
e
The next major step San Francisco takes along the road to legal recognition will be the passage of a law allowing domestic partners legislation. Domestic partners legislation would allow people to marry, live together, and have legal rights similar to those that married couples have.

For people who are ViRx, a private clinical research (renter, wants you to know
a common problem in HIV-seropositive patients.

• Physician consultation associated with the study at ViRx
• Free laboratory tests and monitoring of anemia during

If you are interested in this trial, or future clinical drug trials,

INVESTIGATIVE REPORTS

Bell Air and After it Happened

Air by Brent Habibi

The script of an upcoming, controversial episode of the San Francisco based TV series "Midnight Caller" is due to air next week, despite enormous community opposition.

San Francisco Gay organizations are angry and to be the center of attention.

Amidst Charges of Homophobia
Rosselli Clinches Local 250 Election

by Ted Milken

A bitter battle involving charges of homophobia ended this week with the certification of Rosselli, a gay man, as the first of "out homosexuals" to be elected in the Gay Labor Movement's "progressive" wing of organized labor.

The episode vividly depicts a horrid and illegal police raid on a gay bar and the subsequent

Vilmar, a private clinical research (renter, wants you to know
about an upcoming drug study for the treatment of anemia, a common problem in HIV-seropositive patients.

There are two studies available: one for persons who are usually taking azidothymidine (AZT) and who have a hemoglobin level of less than 35%; and one for persons not taking AZT who have a hemoglobin level of less than 30%.

Study participants will receive:
• $600 cash award (600 initially, $150 after 3 months, and $150 upon study completion)
• Laboratory tests and monitoring of anemia during the nine month study
• Physician consultation associated with the study at ViRx Medical Center
• Free drug treatment with final readouts of six months

Enrollment for this study begins November 21, 1988.

If you are interested in this trial, or future clinical drug trials, please call VIIX at (415) 474-2433.

INVESTIGATIVE REPORTS

BAY CITY-BEAT

"After It Happened" Airing Soon

by Brent Habibi

Rosselli won't pull episode

The script of an upcoming, controversial episode of the San Francisco based TV series "Midnight Caller" is due to air next week, despite enormous community opposition.

San Francisco Gay organizations are angry and to be the center of attention.
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EDITORIAL

Hope, caution for Bush; listen to the homeless

The new year will bring a new President to the White House. We look forward to this change with hope and hope.

Mixed signals towards gays continue to come out of Washington. Though many gay men and women have already formed their opinions of Mr. Bush, it would be unfair to make any judgments at this point in time.

We do know, however, that George Bush wants to be “a leader,” to take the country in a new direction. He has said he will support AIDS research and will seek a cure for AIDS. He has also declared his administration to find a cure for AIDS. If this is his response then fine. If Barbara Bush had his body out of a fast-food restaurant and left it on a cold San Francisco street and someone called the police, the police would say, “Oh no, he’s not dead.”

We are not sure what the background, much has been made of these bomberettes who do not accept our definition of what is “gay.”” Even though these bomberettes who do not accept our definition of what is “gay,” we do not believe that they have any story. The problem that is we are not sure what the background is to that in our story. Only one bomberette, someone who was abroad for a few years ago, and who is not available today. It might be a good idea to talk to a bomberette before she made this trip to the San Francisco street. Or better yet, take a bomberette to a homeless shelter. Or better yet, take a bomberette to lunch in the San Francisco street. You might see a host.
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TRANSITIONS

DuMont Howard
1954-11/5/88

DuMont Howard died November 5, 1954, in a South of Market hotel room near the corner of Market and Fifth Streets. Howard, a transsexual and one of the first people to publicly identify as a transvestite in the San Francisco Bay Area, was murdered. The murder was never solved, and his death is one of the earliest known cases of violence against a transsexual person.

ON THE JOB

Black, Gay & Female
Truly Enlightened At SF Chronicle

by Arthur Lazarre

Evelyn C. White, a staff reporter for the San Francisco Chronicle, died of cancer at the University of California Medical Center in San Francisco on October 28, 1999. A prominent journalist who covered politics, culture, and entertainment for the Chronicle, White had a long and distinguished career as a reporter and editor. She was a tireless advocate for civil rights and equality, and her work had a significant impact on the San Francisco Bay Area.

The Chronicle celebrated White's life with a tribute article, which included tributes from colleagues and friends. The article highlighted White's contributions to journalism and her advocacy work, and it emphasized her dedication to justice and equality.

BAYONET

Drake Duke Students Show Their Levi's

Compiled by Catherine Seelenberg

Levi's is a well-known American clothing company that has been in operation since 1853. The company has a long history of supporting the LGBTQ community and has been a prominent figure in the gay rights movement. In the 1990s, Levi's made headlines when it became the first major clothing company to launch a line of products specifically for the LGBTQ community.

The company has continued to support the LGBTQ community through various initiatives, including their partnership with the San Francisco-based nonprofit The Trevor Project, which provides crisis intervention and suicide prevention services to LGBTQ youth.

Many people with AIDS and advanced ARC cannot tolerate full doses of AZT (zidovudine) because of problems with their blood counts. A large study has just begun to evaluate a new treatment program which may enhance the effectiveness of low-dose AZT in these AZT-sensitive people by adding an additional antiviral drug to their low-dose AZT regimen.

For information about participating in this study please call toll-free

400-832-2828

Criminal Defense

Criminal Defense

Eureka Street, San Francisco

Wills, Trusts, Estates

Wrongful Death

Domestic Relations
**Shiatsu** is a Japanese acupressure facial massage and balancing.

I'm a certified hypnotherapist and healer with thirteen years of experience. Certified in Shiatsu, Acupressure, and practical ways to move through your challenges.

- Hypnosis
- Swedish techniques
- Cerilied in Shiatsu and Trained in sportmassage at the Hungarian National

**BREATHE DEEP!**

Stephen F. Pultls, C.M.T.

A year-ago, Campa and Dr. Gia
time talking to someone without an

Joan C. Priestly, MD

**HEALING RESOURCES**

Confessions of a Caretaker

**How to Avoid Burnout**

Julian Baird

Long ago, I worked with an emotionally well-balanced person, the first time that I noted how to take care of myself and still be able to serve others as a caretaker and then for my friends and family.

- Most of us have lost touch with our parents, and this is one issue.
- At times we have loved ones too, and this is another issue.
- There are moments when I'm letting go of trying to help others.

**HEALTH is Wealth**

I have a massage. Am I enjoying getting 45 minutes of massage for my clients, I have the “touch” - 12 years experience.

Bruce Cowan

van R. Aull, Psychiatric Support

**CONFIDENCE & SUPPORT**

Joel base and group therapy.

**Community**

Support networking and Healing

**Alternative**

- Drugs
- Co-Dependence

**Choosing**

- Vitamin and mineral supplements

**HERBS**

- Spices
- Minerals

**Healing**

- Energy therapy

- San Francisco, CA

**Health**

- Weight loss

- Stress management

**Acupuncture**

- Chinese herbology

- Moxibustion

- Cupping

**Nutrition**

- Organic, local, seasonal

- Gourmet

**Fasting**

- Detoxification

- Colonics

**Miscellaneous**

- CranioSacral Therapy

- Reiki

- Healing Touch
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CLASSICS

A Singer and Her Audience

By Bill Huck

Shelma Nadler created a sensation recently, when during her performance of La Gioconda she revealed that the entire audience was laughing at the superstitious. "They laughed because they were afraid of losing the thrill of the performance," she said. "It was their way of saying, 'We care too much to let go of our own fears.'"

Mezzo-soprano Shelma Nadler (standing) is La Cecilia and soprano Eva Marton in the title role of La Gioconda.

There will be an audience for music, and for the music lovers. For the lovers of opera, for the lovers of great voices, for the lovers of music, for the lovers of laughter. And there will be a special audience for those who are not afraid to laugh at their own fears.

In an opera that has so many

Wings of Shelter Benefit

On December 6, "Wings of Shelter," the handbook of the San Francisco Chronicle, will be on sale in many stores. All proceeds will benefit the Wings of Shelter, a shelter for women with AIDS, and its affiliate, the Great American Music Hall.

Performance included City Williamon, Tom Far, Pink, Red Rose, The Dirty Dirty and Morrisa Casa.

The proceeds from "Wings of Shelter" will be given to the San Francisco service agency of the Project of San Francisco, the San Francisco Music Center, and the AIDS Resource Center.

These organizations have experienced the lack of residential and housing support for women with AIDS and are committed to the purpose.

Many donors have donated funds to the Wing's crisis centers, with more funds on the way. In November, the Wing's interagency crisis centers, which has been available for 30 years, received $1 million for the San Francisco service agency of the Project of San Francisco, the San Francisco Musical Center, and the AIDS Resource Center.

The San Francisco Musical Center has established the Emergency Fund Program to help those clients with AIDS who have available financial resources to keep the disease under control.

The AIDS Resource Center also is working on a long-term psychological housing for women with AIDS and others.

They have also established a program to create a housing program for facilities with AIDS.

---

"On November 15, the London Opera was presented a new opera, La Gioconda, a work by Leoncavallo. The opera was performed in a new version, with new sets and costumes. The opera was an instant success, and the audience was completely enthralled."

The audience, which included many famous people, was shocked by the performance. One of the most famous people in the audience, the film director, said, "I have never seen such a beautiful opera."
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So tell me more about how things were.

There was a lot of tension in the air, a lot of unease. We were all on high alert, I suppose. The cops were chiding me. They were bothering me. I was busted, they arrested six of us. The screen. It was a truly bizarre show, and I scared while hetero sex flashed on the screen. I hadn’t even been able to plug into something, you know? Do you mean by that?

I’m not thrilled about it, but there are so many people who get attracted to The walls there. It’s like a two-hundred-year-old house. It’s a really big place, and the model showing these clothes, which is one of our better known designers, I think.

It fits in with the kind of artwork I believe her pants, tops, dresses, skirts, and pants. And the chickens are looking like Spiro Agnew’s. And he says, “Drop dead. Goodbye.”

What was the gay community like in San Francisco’s history at his home since 1973.

I don’t know what you mean by that.

You have a private country club. It’s not everything. Dog’s or park, and dogs are the same thing. You don’t need a partner. You don’t need to be with someone.

When you are attempting to connect with a person, you can’t tell their gender just by looking at them. This is a truly bizarre show, and I scared while hetero sex flashed on the screen.

You make my thing spring as you have. It’s a party, and it’s the first time I’ve ever been to a party where people get attracted to The walls there. It’s like a two-hundred-year-old house. It’s a really big place, and the model showing these clothes, which is one of our better known designers, I think.

It fits in with the kind of artwork I believe her pants, tops, dresses, skirts, and pants. And the chickens are looking like Spiro Agnew’s. And he says, “Drop dead. Goodbye.”

You have a private country club. It’s not everything. Dog’s or park, and dogs are the same thing. You don’t need a partner. You don’t need to be with someone.

When you are attempting to connect with a person, you can’t tell their gender just by looking at them. This is a truly bizarre show, and I scared while hetero sex flashed on the screen.
AIDS and Transformation

by Janet Vernon

A mong the many books on AIDS that have appeared in the last year, two stand out as eloquent testimony to the healing potential of the epidemic. One, by Elisabeth Kubler-Ross, M.D., among the foremost authorities on death and dying in the world today, presents an impassioned, all-inclusive look at the challenges that AIDS presents to our community. The other, a most recent work by another respected holistic medical practitioner in the United States, Caroline Myss, is a remarkable and clarion call for the spirit entity Center, addresses the opportunities for transformation that AIDS has presented in.

Although their writings come from different sources, both Ross and Myss offer evidence to the contrary to providing an actual history of a man who has helped himself of AIDS—both novels are filled with a remarkable quality of insight which can empower both individual and collective healing. Elisabeth Kubler-Ross views AIDS as the ultimate challenge for humanity. "As we go through homelessness, we will have the courage to choose love and service" describes as "awakening." You are not herself to give yourself the gift of being a person who can speak about your own reality, and can offer a way of expressing yourself. Her book, "AIDS: The Ultimate Challenge," is both an eloquent and forceful call for transformation.

In Ross's book, "AIDS: The Ultimate Challenge," the author explores the unique contributions of the gay community, which has provided a model of understanding and love and support for the entire planet. In one of the few pages of her introduction, Kubler-Ross makes the point that "the issue of AIDS is not a very large, isolated, finite entity, but is a whole national crisis." The book is filled with stories of how the AIDS epidemic has affected the entire population. Through the experiences of people who have dealt with AIDS, she shows how AIDS has affected the whole country in a way that no other disease has ever done.

"AIDS: The Ultimate Challenge" is both an eloquent and forceful call for transformation. It is a book that is both written and recorded literature on the AIDS epidemic, "which is an inevitably fatal disease. Unquestionably, the most remarkable aspect of Elisabeth's question, Caroline Myss says, is her understanding of this intense experience that she has been present throughout the world of AIDS, which has provided a model of understanding and love and support for the entire planet. In one of the few pages of her introduction, Kubler-Ross makes the point that "the issue of AIDS is not a very large, isolated, finite entity, but is a whole national crisis." The book is filled with stories of how the AIDS epidemic has affected the entire population. Through the experiences of people who have dealt with AIDS, she shows how AIDS has affected the whole country in a way that no other disease has ever done.

MOVIES

The Award Winning Broadway Play is Now a Movie

Torch Song Trilogy

Torch Song Trilogy has been nominated for the Tony Award for Best Play and Best Actor in a Leading Role for its star, Harvey Fierstein's, performance. Fierstein, who plays the role of a gay character, is considered one of the most important actors of our time. His performance in "Torch Song Trilogy" has earned him numerous awards, including the Tony Award for Best Actor in a Leading Role. His portrayal of the character of ArnoldBECKOFSr (played by the late Matthew Broderick) has been praised for its powerful and moving performance.

The film version of "Torch Song Trilogy" will be released later this year. Directed by Paul Bogart, the film stars Matthew Broderick, who received an Outer Critics Circle Award for his performance in the Broadway production of the play. The film also features an ensemble cast that includes Anne Bancroft, who received an Academy Award nomination for her performance in "Torch Song Trilogy." The film is produced by New Line Cinema, and is directed by Paul Bogart, who is also the producer of "Hair" and "Lust in the Time of Cholera." The film is written and directed by Harvey Fierstein, who also wrote the original play. "Torch Song Trilogy" is a story of love, loss, and transformation, and it is a remarkable achievement in theater and film.
**BAY DINNER**

**Billboard Still Going Strong**

by Mike Sher

A long time ago, in a publication far, far away, your well-versed reviewer gave a rave to the Billboard Cafe, new at that time and leading the way in the South of Market renaissance. It seemed the perfect combination of up-to-date, sometimes even daring, ever-changing exhibits of sculpture and art, interesting people in tow, and righteous prices.

Yes, it’s a few years later today, as it’s called, it’s evolved from bar to Going Greek tavern, and don’t be surprised to see a fully operated wine bar, dining and dancing establishments right on the spot. And Billboard is still there, as is its owner, Michael Gunsaulus, a gay press in the Bay Area. Call 861-8100 and ask for Scott.

Free of all, the kitchen still takes chances. Our special spareribs, when we ordered them, were rather cartilage-y, but when we came back to check on our order, we saw what a colorful collection of food the man was working with. White meat chicken, with a side of hollandaise sauce and homemade mashed potatoes, make a delightful combination of hot and cold. The dessert was fresh strawberries, a huge bowl of strawberries, and some fresh cream - a delight.

The restaurant is still dark and intimate, with the kitchen spotlighted, and with good reason — the chef's still the star.

- The Sentinel news and arts section is looking for talented, free-lance writers and reporters. Gay men and lesbians are encouraged to apply. The Sentinel is the top paying gay press in the Bay Area. Call 861-8100 and ask for Scott.

- The View From Here is a regular feature of the Sentinel. It highlights the very best of San Francisco’s gay community. Call 861-8100 and ask for Scott.

- The Advertisers Know feature of the Sentinel is looking for experienced advertising representatives. Salary plus commission. Call James Chounial at 861-8100.
HOME VIDEO

Films for Women That Were Made by Women

by David Nahmad

"Matches in Uniform" (1931) Directed by Donald Segepants, as part of the San Francisco Film Society's tribute to Ernst Lubitsch, "Women in Uniform," will be screened at the Balboa Theater tonight. The Lubitsch program begins at 7:30 p.m. with "They Madam," 1932, with Leni Stengel, and continues with "A Woman's Life," 1934, starring Greta Garbo. The program concludes with "The Woman," 1935, starring Loretta Young. The tickets are $4.50 in advance, $5.50 at the door. All films are in their original German with English subtitles.

A nopposing, courageous classic. Made in Germany in 1931, just as the Nazis were rising to power, " Matches in Uniform" captures an uproar before its release because of its frank treatment of a lesbian theme.

The story of a cloistered, but alluring priest, and a fellow priest who decides to leave the church for love of another, was banned in America because the St. Louis censors ruled it to be "morally offensive." But Lubitsch wanted the world to see it anyway. So he had his film cut, and it was released as a German import in 1932.

Unfortunately, any underground screening of " Matches in Uniform" is likely to be seen as a scandal, and this film will have no sound track. As in some scenes, the English subtitles are so white, they might make the film look like an old foreign import with badly printed subtitles. " Matches in Uniform" is powerful over its first half hour, but it seems to lose its tempo after its screening was released, followed by its underground screening.

The story is not a stilted; it is the kind of lovely, romantic, engaging story that would be easily overlooked if not for the fact that it is a story of love and sex and death. But when scenes were removed, the film lost its energy.

Unfortunately, with their " Match" section, the film looks like a period piece and tempting. Miss Lubitsch certainly liked the story, but she also knew how to control her emotions. But when scenes were removed from the film, she had the film exactly the same way.
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BIZZUN' AROUND
by Lee Hartgrave

This is the viewer, lighter, improved intelligent dog. Proper to be

* * *

TOUCHING FOR YOU Charles Paine, who plays Bette Davis vapor will be at the Ford Jones Theatre beginning Dec. 15 at the Caeil. Gibbs report that Richard Gere will also star and possibly star with an actor in the Bar area in active in action funding friends for "AIDS Bedford." To be back in action, Gere will purchase a $1.00 a day of a day of a day and ask for Scott. HIV +

and are conducted by

Sentinel News and Arts section is looking for MALE Geo Lane fans better get your mail orders in for Buzzin' Around (that contains great lyrics like— sometimes We have to pay Makes a Man"

This is the newer, whiter, brighter, improved all tempa-dish. Prepare to be

Ahmanson Theater in LA if you want to see her in the Sondheim musical. Celebs wonder why all those football players wear so much jewelry around their

necks. They say: "They wear so much, that if you threw them over the side of a

like talcing a sedative. But, Dixon does outclass the usual junk heard on Pop

life experiences. Also he might try some variety in tempo — the second act was

many of the songs are pleasing to the ear like the Charles Aznavour song

4. A new Roof for Egon Has installed a Disco Ball. Celebs now call the room

millions!

5.

her new partner

HYPNOTIC MOMENTS: Daniel Carroll of Oxnard Park, having lunch with his new partner George Mauer. (The Gay Agenda) looking for mirrors and mirrors for mirrors and mirrors

leaning from a R behavioral stick man was Wesley Miller, Angels' late clothing designer. (For Dec. 15 at 3:30 pm, 48 Belcher St. Information: 863-6032.)

At Christmas, a time for

Christmas Winds (Dec. 24),

Christmas Trees and a community Christmas (Dec. 24),

a New Year's Eve show with Tom Ammiano and

DJ "Torch," City Swing band, the Over Our Heads comedy group, Blazing Redheads. Information on times and prices is available at 621-6000.

Buried out on "Nautical"? New Performance Gallery's Out of the Blue. Music by Real Living Local Composers (Dec. 11), may be put the alternative. With tune such as "I'm a poor little lamb of no's a" (the performance music was ordered for "Nautical" based

showtimes and prices is available at 863-1050.

A Choral Celebration of the Advent & Christmas Season (Dec. 11) in St. Ignatius Church, Fulton and Webster Streets. Information: 863-5540. Also has set aside a

Fog City is MULTILINE!

584 Castro Street # 184

just check out what's going on around the Fog City if it's of GAY interest you'll find it on Fog City bulletin board. Find the Special Someone out of your range?

Virtual phone number service and Community Resource Center. 863-9697 all the time for

621-6300.

New Year's Eve (Dec. 31)

The San Francisco Gay Men's Chorus (Dec. 22) is presenting the annual

New Year's Eve show with Tom Ammiano and

DJ "Torch," City Swing band, the Over Our Heads comedy group, Blazing Redheads. Information on times and prices is available at 621-6000.

A Choral Celebration of the Advent & Christmas Season (Dec. 11) in St. Ignatius Church, Fulton and Webster Streets. Information: 863-5540. Also has set aside a

Fog City is MULTILINE!

584 Castro Street # 184

just check out what's going on around the Fog City if it's of GAY interest you'll find it on Fog City bulletin board. Find the Special Someone out of your range?

Virtual phone number service and Community Resource Center. 863-9697 all the time for

621-6300.
ART

"THE MYSTERIES OF THE LAUGHING EARTH" - Mark Wagner, installation, video through Jan. 7. Folker Galleries, 2376, 22nd St. $5 members, $6 non-members, free for Arts/East members. (415) 252-8779.

MEETINGS, SEMINARS

TOUR OF OUR HEADS - Side-splitting improv, award-winning drama that presents the human mind as a working machine. "How I Spent My Summer," sculptures of men by Robert Morgan, is on exhibit through Jan. 3. The Foundry, 23-25 22nd St. $5 members, $6 non-members, free for Arts/East members. (415) 252-8779.

WOMEN BROADCASTERS - Northern California Women's Radio and Television Network. "Just A Pretty Face Women of the '50s," a photo exhibit of the 1950s in the industry. 14 pm, Fairmont Hotel Neighborhood Center. $5 members, $6 non-members, free for Arts/East members. (415) 252-8779.

FILM

OPEN SCREENING - San Francisco Film Society presents foreign films. 7:30 pm, the Grand; 8 pm, Porta Bella. Tickets $3. (415) 863-5511.

MEETINGS, SEMINARS

CHILDREN'S FUNDRAISING - San Francisco Center for the Arts, 1981 Mission St. 11 am-1 pm. (415) 252-8779.


MUSIC

NIGHTLIFE


FIRST RELEASES - "Holy City Zoo Visits the Curated Cafe," announcement of this menu is a new list of comedy albums under the Holy City Zoo logo. Courtyard Cafe, 1613 26th St. 10-11 pm.

CLUB RAPTURE - For women, by women, every Saturday night. At Scooters, 22 4th St., off Market.

RECREATION


MEETINGS, SEMINARS

THE NAMES QUILT OF LOVE - Benefit to cover costs of cancer phon. presents benefit "Threads of Love" Committee. To raise funds to purchase lighting and sound equipment for Las Ruinas Theatre in Managua. Also benefits Pickle Family Circus and the San Francisco Mother Mosque. 201-7177.

VIDEOS

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES - "How I Spent My Summer," paintings of men by Robert Morgan, is on exhibit through Jan. 3. 11 am to 11 pm weekdays, 10 am to 11 pm weekends. (415) 866-9174.

VISIT VALLEJO!

2 FULL BARS - DISCO - LOUNGE - ARCADE - VOL. TABS - Live entertainment - 9-10/GEORGIA ST. EXIT (707) 642-7350

THE NUTCRACKER SWEETHEART.

call Rena, 822-7544. Sundae, Image Leicester, 2199, noon to 5 pm, call Rob, 421-7571.

"How I Spent My Summer," paintings of men by Robert Morgan, is on exhibit through Jan. 3. 11 am to 11 pm weekdays, 10 am to 11 pm weekends.

"Christmas Gala & Dance Along Nutcracker!" Benefiting San Francisco Center for the Arts, 10 am-4 pm, 986-6678, or Kelle, 369-4899. (415) 863-5511.

SILENT LIVE AUCTION - Donation for psychological research at a Pacific Graduate School of Psychology. 6:30 pm, Porta Bella. (415) 252-8779.

DANCE

RENAISSANCE DANCE - San Francisco Renaissance Faire begins series of three Historic "Tales With Cards". Traditional dance through Jan. 1, 6 pm, 1990 The Alamo at Mezza, Berkeley. Reservations recommended, 624-1647.

MEETINGS


PARTIES

PUBLICATION - Modern Times Books, 980 Valencia, hosts party 7 pm to celebrate publication by Allen of Kathleen Harlton's "The Russian Spy" and her "Moderately Pard." Author will read. 282-2044.

12 DECEMBER SUNDAY

BENEFITS


MEETINGS, SEMINARS

SUPPORT GROUP - Group for gay men 40 and over. 7-9 pm, Operation Concept's, 331 Market, San Francisco. Discussion 9 pm, "Gay and Lesbian Outreach to Elders." Free. (415) 866-9173.

VIDEOS

MOVIE - "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?" 8 pm, $15 person. 986-6678, or Kelle, 369-4899.

MUSIC

MUSIC CHAMBER OF COMMERCE - Concert for Greater Lake's "Commiter's." (415) 861-1616.

BENEFITS
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SPORTS
Gay Men's Basketball — Social or Competitive?
by Jack McGowan
The Hotshots — the only gay men's organized basketball team now taking place in San Francisco — was started by Tony Haight in 1986. where he started a pick-up basketball group in the Haight district. He started the group to give gay men a chance to play basketball. Once, during a game, the coach noticed a guy that he really liked. He invited the guy to join the group. That's how the Hotshots were born.

The Hotshots currently have more than 50 members and play in the SF Gay Basketball League. The league is made up of teams from all over the Bay Area, including San Francisco, Oakland, and San Jose.

The Hotshots' main goal is to have fun and be competitive. They play games on weekends and during the week, depending on their schedule. They also participate in several tournaments throughout the year, including the San Francisco Gay Basketball League and the San Francisco Open Basketball Tournament.

If you're interested in joining the Hotshots, you can contact Tony Haight at (415) 255-6789 or visit their website at www.hotshots.com. They welcome new members of all skill levels.

SPORTSCOPE
by Jack 'n' McGowan
More breaks for our San Francisco gay athletes. Coach Mike Roberts and the Hotshots Chicago over the Thanksgiving Day weekend for a three-day USAV Volleyball National Men's Volleyball Tournament. The event featured some of the top gay volleyball teams from across the country, including the Hotshots.

The Hotshots won their first two matches of the weekend, defeating the San Francisco Underground and the Los Angeles Swingers. Their third match was against the New York Athletic Club and resulted in a loss for the Hotshots. Despite the loss, the team was happy with their performance and plans to continue their training in preparation for future tournaments.

Mike Mandar — top SF Hotshot at recent San Francisco Hotshots tournament — hits another basket.

By Rick Mariani
Renn two of the playoffs for the San Francisco Pool F, Association and the pool was in a dash elimination. Four teams advanced while the other four book seats to next month, and the top eight teams will advance to the final four. The top eight teams will be determined by their records in the regular season and their performance in the playoffs.

The top four teams will advance to the final four and compete for the championship. The pool was in a dash elimination. The top eight teams will be determined by their records in the regular season and their performance in the playoffs. The top four teams will advance to the final four and compete for the championship. The pool was in a dash elimination. The top eight teams will be determined by their records in the regular season and their performance in the playoffs. The top four teams will advance to the final four and compete for the championship.

The Hotshots-Mandar — top SF Hotshot scorer at recent San Francisco Hotshots tournament — hits another basket.

Kenny Patterson — quick hands and quicker feet — will be a hard ball center for the SF Hot-Shots.

I want to thank you for your cooperation — I plead and beseech the SF gay community to support our team. Your answers were interesting and the team would like to express their gratitude to you.

First, he said they had nothing to prove against any tough opponents and were looking forward to the opportunity to prove themselves. The team was confident in their abilities and had faith in their ability to win.

The team had a quick and decisive victory over the Opponents in the opening game of the tournament. They were able to outscore them 6-3 and maintain their lead throughout the game. The team was pleased with their performance and looked forward to the next game.

The team had a quick and decisive victory over the Opponents in the opening game of the tournament. They were able to outscore them 6-3 and maintain their lead throughout the game. The team was pleased with their performance and looked forward to the next game.

The team had a quick and decisive victory over the Opponents in the opening game of the tournament. They were able to outscore them 6-3 and maintain their lead throughout the game. The team was pleased with their performance and looked forward to the next game.

The team had a quick and decisive victory over the Opponents in the opening game of the tournament. They were able to outscore them 6-3 and maintain their lead throughout the game. The team was pleased with their performance and looked forward to the next game.
COUNSELING

ON-GOING GAY MEN'S PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP
New & Experienced Providers
• San Francisco Location
• Monthly Thursday Meetings

PASQUALE CALABRESE, MS, MFCC
(415) 566-2666

GARY GOETZ, MS, MFCC
(415) 227-5656

HOMESERVICES

CANDY STORES

MOUNTAIN OF MUSCLE

WEEKDAY 10 & EVENING 10

CANDY STORES

HEAVY, SPICY,cottome, & Rich Chocolates

DELICIOUS, 10-oz. bars, thick, vanilla

450-1/2 c. slit, sugarcoated. A delight anytime.

HANDSOME, MUSCULAR, affectionate.

In/out. Major hotels OK. Peter, 553-3311.

ALL AMERICAN MALE

RICHARD OF S.F. 821-3457

ANYTIME, NO BS.

DAN (415) 753-544 (48)

SPECIAL XMAS MAN!

Hot bodybuilder, great looks — beefy

bod, 30, 38-30-18, good equipment,

healthy. Experienced model and/or

escort. In/out calls, 24 hours. Call now!

(415) 864-0691.

STRESS

It is a misconception that drugs and alcohol relieve stress. They add to it, especially when they are overdone. It is more important to reduce stress in our lives. Doing things we enjoy can help.

We provide no outpatient counseling to gay men with drug and alcohol problems. Our sliding scale fees mean no case is turned away. Insurance payments are accepted.

Our staff is gay. We understand your lifestyle and concerns. We can help. Call us.

18th Street Services
861-4898

GUYS NATIONWIDE
1-800-888-GUYS

Nationwide Conferences:
• Dudes coast-to-coast.
• Studs who play heavy.
• Straight and Bi-Guys.

One-on-One Buddy Talk.
National Message Exchange.

95¢ per minute for as long as you can go.

Compatible with VisiTel-
Where you see the guy you're hearing.

FINANCIAL PROBLEMS?

BANKRUPTCY

FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION
WITH EXPERIENCED ATTORNEY

864-0449

Walter R. Nelson Law Offices

FINANCIAL

PROBLEMS?

BANKRUPTCY

FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION
WITH EXPERIENCED ATTORNEY

864-0449

Walter R. Nelson Law Offices

FOR IMMEDIATE

ASSISTANCE CALL

Walter R. Nelson Law Offices

364-0449

1-800-888-GUYS

REAL MEN WHO WANT
REAL SEX
213-818-415

976-6747

(each call $2, plus toll • must be 18)
MASSAGE THERAPY
BLOND CANADIAN
Photo by Mary
HOT MAN
Good Time Every Time
Magazine, 1866 Market St., Suite 100
415-864-1727
Registered in California
Certified in SF
SLO MO MASSAGE
BE GOOD TO YOURSELF WITH MASSAGE
Liz: 976-4563 825-8067
SOOTHING
Soothing Swedish and Shiatsu massage $35 or 1 hr.
6 minutes free on your birthday, too! Terry Sweezy 988-7933
BONEWORK
SLOW MOSSAGE
WARMING:
A deep, perfecting massage for a total, relaxing massage. For the sexy, new you. Terry. 988-7933
BEST MASSAGE OF YOUR LIFE
The best massage of your life to combat stress, pain, and more. 90 minutes for $45. Call 988-7933
DIVISIOI\ STATION
567-1166
116 North St.
Handsome, attractive man: 30 years old, hair, 5'10". Clients offered various types of massages to combat stress, pain, and more. Call 988-7933

MASSAGE THERAPY
JOIN CARLO
Traditional Swedish, Shiatsu, Deep Tissue, Reflexology. Swedish massage for your body, Shiatsu massage for your mind. Good for elimination, digestion, and stress relief. For the body and mind. Swedish massage for your body, Shiatsu massage for your mind. Swedish massage for your body, Shiatsu massage for your mind. Swedish massage for your body, Shiatsu massage for your mind.

MASSAGE THERAPY
Some Kind of Wonderful
Sensual, relaxing, stress relieving massage for the body and mind. Swedish massage for your body, Shiatsu massage for your mind. Swedish massage for your body, Shiatsu massage for your mind. Swedish massage for your body, Shiatsu massage for your mind.

MASSAGE THERAPY
LOWEST LEGAL RATES
Personalized to your specific needs. Swedish massage for your body, Shiatsu massage for your mind. Swedish massage for your body, Shiatsu massage for your mind. Swedish massage for your body, Shiatsu massage for your mind.

MASSAGE THERAPY
INQs. $45/90 min. Greg, 826-4695 (M49)

MASSAGE THERAPY
One on one with Mascan
Our exclusive rematch feature
The Back Room
Personally coded Connections
Party! Monthly information

Check it out! All new!
ALL THE RIGHT OPTIONS . . . ALL RIGHT NOW!

The Outrageous Bulletin Board
Leave a message . . . Listen to others!

Consider your options
Conference with up to 8 hot guys
One on one with Mascan

SPORTS NEWSPAPER
Man's Voice, Man's Life
The Back Room
Weekly

976-BODS
2637
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SENTINEL CLASSIFIEDS

SEXUAL HEALING

WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

Please call 641-7656.

BY PERSONAL APPOINTMENT

Co-workers, Clients, Mom's Home, Apartments, Studios.

HOT, ABSURD, LOYAL, SENSUAL.

CALL DR. ROGER ANDERSON

BEAUTIFUL VIEW — AVAILABLE

For Men 18 & Over

IDEAL Tenant, PWA

Limited by Dependable Income

$325

FREE Gardener

CALL PLUS TOLL

JUST $2.00 PER MINUTE (95¢ FOR THE FIRST MINUTE) • YOU MUST BE 18 TO USE THIS SERVICE • CALL 900-999-8500

EXPERIENCE: body, mind, soul.

Handsome, very well-off, successful professional, single Asian man.

Lean, toned body, sensual & explosive. In any way you want it, I'll take it.

SHORT'S BUILD, ENJOYS MOVIES, OUTDOORS, TRAVEL, SAFE SEX AND WANTS A CHANCE TO MEET A YOUNGER GUY WHO LIKES TO HAVE A GOOD TIME, ENJOYS THE NIGHT LIFE, SANE, RESPONSIBLE, NON-SMOKER.

CALLING ALL FACES.

Please call 931-2794.

SHOWTIMES — THURSDAYS, 8:30, 10:30 AND 12:30.

Bexton ST & M46, S.F. 94114-1693. (50)

39 yr. old very successful professional, single Asian man. Handsome, well-built European man — beautiful smile and great sense of humor.

Lean body, smooth tan skin.

Successful professional, single Asian man.

Just 50¢ a minute (95¢ for the first minute). You must be 18 to use this service. Call 900-999-8500.

LISTEN TO WHAT THEY'VE GOT AND WHAT THEY WANT — THEN LEAVE YOUR ANSWER IN COMPLETE PRIVACY.

ON OUR NEW ELECTRONIC MAIL BOX SYSTEM 1-900-234-2345.

You don't leave your phone number on an open line!

PLEASE READ

LISTEN TO WHAT THEY'VE GOT AND WHAT THEY WANT — THEN LEAVE YOUR ANSWER IN COMPLETE PRIVACY.

ON OUR NEW ELECTRONIC MAIL BOX SYSTEM 1-900-234-2345.

YOU DON'T LEAVE YOUR PHONE NUMBER ON AN OPEN LINE!

JUST 50¢ A MINUTE (95¢ FOR THE FIRST MINUTE). YOU MUST BE 18 TO USE THIS SERVICE • CALL 900-999-8500 FOR OUR NEW ELECTRONIC MAIL BOX SYSTEM.
OUR PROFESSIONAL STAFF UNDERSTANDS YOUR ANXIETY IN FACING THE UNCERTAINTIES AND UNKNOWNS OF HIV INFECTION. ViRx MEDICAL GROUP'S COMMITMENT IS TO PROVIDE YOU THE BEST OF WHAT IS KNOWN—WHETHER YOU ARE HIV SEROPOSITIVE OR SUFFERING FROM ARC OR AIDS. WE HAVE THE RESOURCES IN SAN FRANCISCO AND PARIS TO DO JUST THAT. AND OUR PHYSICIANS TAKE THE TIME NEEDED TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS ABOUT THE DISEASE AND TREATMENT. OUR PURPOSE IS SIMPLE: TO PROVIDE YOU WITH THE MOST CURRENT INFORMATION AND QUALITY PATIENT CARE.


ViRx OFERS NEW DRUG TRIALS

THE NEED FOR EXPANDED DRUG TRIALS IS ACUTE AND OBVIOUS. TO HELP ACCELERATE THE PROCESS, ViRx HAS A SPECIALIZED HIV DISEASE RESEARCH LABORATORY THAT MEETS THE NECESSARY HIGH MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC STANDARDS. WE CURRENTLY HAVE OPENINGS FOR ONGOING TRIALS AND ARE SEEKING PARTICIPANTS FOR UPCOMING TRIALS. THE TRIALS LAST OVER SEVERAL MONTHS AND INCLUDE REGULAR LABORATORY MONITORING.

COMPREHENSIVE TREATMENT SERVICES

- Monitoring: Recommended for anyone testing HIV seropositive. Also if you are self-administering drug therapies, periodic monitoring is essential. Includes regular laboratory testing, plus physician examination and consultation.

- Physician Consultation: Comprehensive or limited.

- Laboratory Tests: HIV-p24 antigen; T helper (CD4) cell count; Beta-2 Microglobulin; complete blood count.

- Aerosolized Pentamidine

CALL TODAY: (415) 474-2233

CONFIDENTIALITY ASSURED